8s	DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE
January Dupanloup wrote to Chambord and to the Pope, and
tried to get the Pope to persuade Chambord that he could
have an easy conscience about accepting the tricolour. He pro-
posed a compromise, whereby Chambord might keep his
white flag and France might also keep her tricolour: to which
the retort of Chambord was, 'I have neither sacrifice to make
nor conditions to accept5. By the summer, the two former tasks
of the Monarchist supporters still remained to be achieved:
reconciliation betw*een the two pretenders and between the two
flags. But now was added a third—the task which all were to
pursue even when the other aims had been abandoned. This
was to secure constitutional arrangements which would make
restoration acceptable to the Orleanists and the Centre, and yet
would be Conservative enough to satisfy the Legitimists and
the extreme Right. The 'visit5 of the Comte de Paris at last
took place in August, and brought a new gleam of hope. But
Chambord's famous Salzburg letter of October marked the
breakdown of all hopes of reconciliation between the flags. Kis
analysis of the problem of France was accurate enough: but
now it could not be solved through a restored monarchy. As he
truly declared:
It is nothing less than a question of reconstructing a profoundly
troubled society on its natural bases; of ensuring \vith energy the rule
of law; of restoring prosperity at home and durable alliances abroad;
and above alla of not hesitating to use force in the service of order and
justice.1
The trouble was that this programme could no longer wait for
the hesitations of the Royalists.
Each of the years 1871, 1872, 1873 kad thus seen a fresh
surge of Monarchist hopes, and a fresh disappointment and
1 For the later manifestos of Chambord, see G. Hanotaux:
op. cit., Vol. I, p. 392 f. and 489 and 538; for full text of the Salzburg
Letter see Falloux: op. cit.. Vol. Ill, pp. 324-7. The standard account
of the fusionist negotiations from an Orleanist standpoint is C. N.
Desjoyeaux: La Fusion Monarchique 1848-73. On all the events of these
years see A. Daniel (really A. Lebon): UAnnfe Politique (1874-83)—a
sort of 'Annual Register9 of "which ten volumes appeared between
these dates.

